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(57) ABSTRACT 

A quadrature vestigial sideband (QVSB) communication 
system provide bandwidth ef?cient data transmission using 
cross coupled data signaling during both transmit and 
receive having controlled intersymbol interference. The 
QVSB modem includes cross coupled arm transmit and 
receive data ?ltering on both of the I&Q channels providing 
a bandwidth ef?cient QVSB spectra. A quadrature crosstalk 
maximum likelihood sequence estimator implements a Vit 
erbi decoding algorithm for providing estimated data 
sequence outputs. The receiver is a coherently aided 
demodulator synchronized by a synchronization loop pro 
viding time and phase references using the estimated data 
sequence outputs. 
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QUADRATURE VESTIGIAL SIDEBAND DIGITAL 
COMMUNICATIONS METHOD 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] The invention relates to the ?eld of quadrature 
modulation communication systems. More particularly, the 
present invention relates to vestigial sideband modulation 
communications systems using cross coupled independent 
data stream modulated on a common carrier in quadrature. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] The rapid, WorldWide expansion of communica 
tions services underscores the importance of bandWidth 
conservation. With increased demands for cellular and per 
sonal communications services Within a ?nite radio fre 
quency spectrum, there is an ever-increasing contention for 
bandWidth. Cellular services are growing at a geometric rate. 
Microcellular sites are being advocated to handle the 
increased demand through localiZed frequency reuse, and 
hundreds of loW earth orbit and medium earth orbit satellites 
Will support the increasing demand for bandWidth over the 
next decade. In digital video communications, high de?ni 
tion television (HDTV) transmits at 21.5 Mbits/s With a 
greatly improved picture quality that must be compatible 
With the existing 6.0 MHZ channel bandWidth allocation. 
This requires a bandWidth ef?ciency of greater than 3.0 
bits/s/HZ. Additionally, data throughputs in communications 
have also been increasing at an exponential rate. Existing 
bandWidth allocations are typically shared among different 
services. A revieW of the current frequency allocations 
reveals that the majority of bands exhibit sharing of multiple 
services, such as, ?xed and mobile satellite services and 
earth exploration satellites. A natural consequence of this 
sharing is increasing interference. With the bandWidth being 
a ?nite resource, there are increasing demands for this ?nite 
bandWidth resources creating a need to develop general 
purpose practical bandWidth efficiency communication tech 
niques. 
[0003] Digital data has been transmitted using double 
sideband (DSB) or quadrature double sideband (QDSB) 
techniques. Occasionally, single sideband (SSB) formats 
have been used, and more recently tWo vestigial sideband 
(VSB) formats have been selected as the standards for off the 
air and cable HDTV. DSB signaling is the simplest and most 
straight forWard means to transmit analog or digital infor 
mation on a carrier, such as, When using AM and FM 
methods. SSB is employed When the bandWidth is at a 
premium, such as, When multiplexing terrestrial telephone 
channels. VSB is used When requiring a controlled compo 
nent of energy at the carrier frequency, such as, in TV and 
HDTV communications. 

[0004] One of the most useful Ways to assess bandWidth 
ef?ciency is to make use of the Shannon channel capacity 
bound that provides an upper limit on the signaling rate R5 
for error free transmission over an arbitrary channel. Modern 
digital modulation techniques are compared to the Shannon 
channel capacity bound to provide a performance overvieW. 
When the maximum signaling rate is normaliZed by the 
required transmission bandWidth, a measure of the band 
Width ef?ciency of the modulation method is obtained in 
units of bits/s/HZ. This normaliZed performance benchmark 
is knoWn for many of the Widely used modulation formats. 
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Un?ltered digital data typically has a sin(x)/(x) frequency 
response With signi?cant sidelobe content over a bandWidth 
Wider than the data symbol rate. The Nyquist technique is 
used to transmit digital data Within a limited bandWidth 
Without intersymbol interference. Intersymbol interference 
(151) is eliminated When the response magnitude through a 
transmission channel has vestigial symmetry about the half 
amplitude point that occurs at a frequency equal to half the 
symbol rate With the communication channel providing a 
linear phase response. When the magnitude response of the 
channel transmission function has vestigial symmetry about 
the half amplitude point that occurs at a frequency equal to 
half the symbol rate, and When the transmission function has 
linear phase, data can be communicated Without 151. The 
bandWidth ef?ciency has been calculated assuming trans 
mission at the minimum Nyquist bandWidth RS/2. A Eb/NO 
scale is used to derive a bit error ratio (BER), for example, 
10-6, during data communications. 
[0005] The single sideband and quadrature single side 
band (QSSB) modulation format data points have exactly 
tWice the bandWidth ef?ciency of the corresponding double 
sideband counterparts Where the effect of quadrature channel 
crosstalk can be rendered negligible. The quadrature channel 
crosstalk is inherent in QSSB transmission in Which inde 
pendent data is placed on quadrature carriers. The crosstalk 
degrades performance and has been a major problem in 
QSSB communications. The DSB techniques diverge from 
the bound as the number of bits/s/HZ or bandWidth ef?ciency 
is increased, Whereas ideally transmitted QSSB formats run 
parallel to the bound. This divergence is due to the redun 
dancy in transmitting tWo sideband replicas. As the band 
Width ef?ciency of the channel is increased, QSSB poten 
tially offers a progressively larger advantage over DSB 
transmission. In particular, When a six bit/s/HZ ef?ciency is 
needed, a conventional phase shift keying (PSK) may be 
used, such as 64-PSK. The DSB scheme Would be required 
as compared to an 8-PSK QSSB format. The DSB scheme 
requires 18 dB more signal poWer to achieve the same BER. 
In general, the number of signal levels needed With DSB 
techniques is the square of that required With an equivalent 
QSSB format. These large discrepancies in signal to noise 
ratio (SNR) and number of signal levels leave considerable 
margin for non-ideal SSB signaling due to crosstalk. SSB 
uses half the bandWidth of conventional DSB yielding tWice 
the bandWidth ef?ciency. Because of the sharp cutoff char 
acteristics at one of the SSB band edges, vestigial sideband 
method is often used to realiZe a more gradual rolloff. The 
VSB method is not as bandWidth ef?cient as the SSB 
method, but generally leads to a more practical solution With 
controlled crosstalk. Conventional VSB ?ltering uses 
inphase and quadrature arm ?lters in both the transmit 
modulators and receive demodulators. The data stream is 
reinforced in the receiver by transmitting the data stream 
through both quadrature and inphase channels. The quadra 
ture arm odd responses combine to yield a even response. 
The VSB is slightly less bandWidth efficient than SSB, but 
is more controlled and easier to implement. VSB or SSB 
frequency spectra transform to inphase and quadrature 
impulse response With even and odd time symmetry, respec 
tively. 
[0006] In practice, during VSB modem transmit and 
receive ?ltering modeling, matched ?ltering is employed so 
that the square root of the Nyquist frequency response is 
apportioned equally to the transmitter and receiver as 
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opposed to a full response. In general, impulse responses 
With equally spaced axis crossings Will only occur after 
passing through matched sets of transmit and receive ?lters. 
The critical ?ltering for a Nyquist band limited VSB trans 
mitters and receivers is employed in HDTV. In the HDTV 
system, a single data channel is communicated through both 
inphase and quadrature (I&Q) channels respectively having 
a hi arm ?lter and a hq arm ?lter in both of the transmitter and 
receiver for communicating i(t) and iH(t) signals. The trans 
mit square root hi and hq arm ?lters have an even and odd 
impulse response relationship but neither has equally spaced 
axis crossings. The H subscript is used to denote the odd 
impulse responses that are similar to the Hilbert transform of 
the even impulse responses. The Hilbert transform j*sgn(f) 
has an abrupt 90° phase transition in the frequency domain. 
The Hilbert transform is used to realiZe the precipitous 
sideband rejection in SSB via the phase shift generation 
method. The sideband rejection in VSB is more gradual. 
Sideband rejection is typically realiZed through a combina 
tion of I&Q channel amplitude mismatch in conjunction 
With a Hilbert phase shift discontinuity and hence similar to 
the Hilbert transform. 

[0007] In the receiver, both the I&Q ?lter output responses 
are approximately the same With each having even time 
symmetry. The I-channel response is related to the Q-chan 
nel response. The Q-channel response is approximately the 
same at the I-Channel response because it is roughly the 
cascade of tWo Hilbert transform 90° phase shifted versions 
of the I-channel response that Which is merely an inverted 
version of the I-channel response. The Q-channel output 
then is summed With the I-channel to improve the detection 
SNR by 3.0 dB. There is no ISI problem When Nyquist 
?ltering is used in conjunction With VSB data transmission 
as is evidenced by I-channel responses in a 25% raised 
cosine VSB eye diagram. 

[0008] Vestigial sideband is de?ned such that When its 
spectrum is doWnconverted to baseband, the inner transition 
regions of its positive and negative frequency image bands 
overlap and are complementary so as to sum to unity With 
proper phasing. VSB is a good compromise betWeen DSB 
and SSB because VSB approaches SSB in bandWidth ef? 
ciency, but does not require an in?nitely sharp transition 
band. HDTV Will be transmitted digitally using trellis coded 
8-ary VSB and 16-ary VSB formats, for terrestrial and cable 
distribution, respectively. These VSB formats require 8-ary 
and 16-ary amplitude levels in their baseband modulating 
Waveforms. To facilitate VSB signaling, a common digital 
data stream modulates tWo quadrature carriers Where the 
impulse response pairs are orthogonal and correlated. 
Quadrature SSB (QSSB) and QVSB are more complex than 
SSB and VSB because each of the inphase (I) and quadrature 
(Q) baseband modulating channels contain the superposition 
of an independent pair of data streams having interference 
and crosstalk that must be controlled. The advantage of 
QSSB/QVSB over SSB/VSB is a doubling of the informa 
tion carrying capacity. The disadvantages are greater imple 
mentation complexity, and a typically reduced noise margin 
due to crosstalk. 

[0009] There are fundamentally tWo methods of generat 
ing SSB/V SB, that is, the quadrature phase shift method and 
sideband ?ltering method. In this study, the phase shift 
method is favored over the ?ltering approach, because 
precise control over the modulating Waveshapes Will be 
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necessary; and this precision is best achieved With digital 
signal processing techniques. The phase shift approach is 
shoWn analytically for an SSB modulator output, s(t) by an 
SSB modulator output equation s(t)= 
i(t)cos((nct):i'(t)sin(u)ct), Where the baseband message 
Waveform, i(t) and the Hilbert transform i(t) modulate 
quadrature carriers. The minus sign on the Hilbert compo 
nent yields upper sideband (USB), Whereas a plus sign gives 
loWer sideband (LSB). VSB can also be represented in this 
manner, but the inphase and quadrature components are not 
strictly Hilbert transforms. 

[0010] To conserve bandWidth using SSB/VSB modem 
baseband ?ltering modeling, digital modulation techniques 
are ?ltered prior to transmission. To maximiZe the detection 
SNR, the receive ?ltering is matched to the transmit ?lter. 
The critical baseband ?ltering for a band limited SSB/V SB 
modem uses a single data stream With single arm ?ltering for 
VSB modulation. The modulated output signal is generated 
according to modulator output equation. To facilitate SSB 
transmission, the inphase ?lters With the i subscripts and the 
quadrature ?lters With the q subscripts must be a Hilbert 
transform pair hq and Hq, such that, hq(t)=(l/J'lit)*hi(t) and 
Hq(f)=jsgn(f)Hi(f). The symbol * is the convolution opera 
tor, and (t) is the time domain variable and is the 
frequency domain variable. The Hilbert transform pair hi and 
hq are orthogonal by de?nition, and With a perfectly bal 
anced structure, complete cancellation of one of the side 
bands results. When hi(t) has even symmetry, hq(t) Would 
have odd. From the frequency response de?nition in H(f), 
the cascaded response of any tWo quadrature ?lters is the 
negative of the inphase ?lter responses, for example 
hq*hq=—hi. Because the noises in the I/Q detection arms are 
uncorrelated, and the signal components are perfectly nega 
tively correlated, combining the I&Q ?ltered outputs yields 
a 3.0 dB improvement in the detection SNR. The [term h(t) 
is the Hilbert transform h(t). The double tilde term H(t) is the 
Hilbert transform ~of h(t). Subtracting the double tilde 
impulse response Hi from the inphase counterpart acts as 
constructive interference Where hq(t)=hi(t) and hi(t)=hq(t) 
andhi(t)=—hi(t). For VSB transmission, the hi and hq ?lter 
pairs are not strictly Hilbert transforms of one another, but 
have vestigial symmetry about the half poWer points in the 
frequency domain. This type of VSB modem is used in 
HDTV, Where i(t) has eight or sixteen detection levels. 

[0011] For memoryless Nyquist ?ltering, the Nyquist fam 
ily of ?lters are evaluated for applicability in achieving 
bandWidth ef?cient transmission With minimal degradation 
in SNR performance due to ISI. Ideal rectangular and raised 
cosine ?ltering have been used for Nyquist ?ltering. Nyquist 
impulse responses are sinc based Waveshapes With even time 
symmetry and equally spaced Zero or axis crossings at 
integer multiples of the data symbol time. As a result, 
responses from adjacent data symbols do not interfere at the 
detection sampling instants. The impulse responses With 
equally spaced axis crossings are realiZed When the fre 
quency response has vestigial symmetry about the half 
amplitude transmission points. The most concentrated dis 
tribution of signal bandWidth in the frequency domain is the 
ideal rectangular spectrum using ideal rectangular ?ltering. 
The magnitude for an SSB version of the ideal rectangular 
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spectrum for the minimum Nyquist bandwidth RS/2 can be 
considered on a frequency axis normalized by the data 
symbol rate. The analytic signal is used so that SSB fre 
quency response is at baseband. The ideal rectangular spec 
trum represents the sharpest cutoff extreme of the Nyquist 
?ltering including the raised cosine ?ltering. The inphase 
impulse response corresponding to the SSB rectangular 
spectrum is the sinc function, and the quadrature impulse 
response is a raised cosine With both decaying at 1/t. 
Because the tWo impulses responses are Hilbert transform 
pairs, the quadrature term hq(t) Will have odd symmetry 
because the quadrature term is odd and equivalent to l/s'ct 
convolved With the even sinc function. The inphase and 
quadrature transform pair is given by hi(I)=S1I1(J'|§RSI)/TERSI 
and hq=(1—cos(s'cRSt))/rcRSt. 

[0012] When the SSB spectrum is band limited to half the 
data symbol rate, the corresponding inphase impulse 
response Will have equally spaced axis crossings at integer 
multiples of the symbol time T5 and the quadrature impulse 
response Will be zero at 1 even multiples of the data symbol 
time. The quadrature impulse response has a 1/J'ct symmetry. 
In a QSSB scheme, the quadrature impulse response com 
ponent from one channel Will overlay the inphase compo 
nent of the other channel. Hence, in the case of an ideal 
rectangular SSB quadrature impulse response pair, the 
quadrature component Will contribute ISI at 1 odd multiples 
of the data symbol time. Although the envelope of the ISI 
only falls off as 1/t the ISI dispersion does not diverge 
because for random data sequences With half of the ISI 
positive and half negative resulting in signi?cant cancella 
tion. When the bandWidth of the rectangular SSB spectrum 
is doubled to R5, the resulting quadrature impulse response 
pairs are zero at all adjacent symbol integer multiples Where 
there Will be no ISI at the detection sampling points. 
HoWever, to achieve this perfect isolation, the same band 
Width as DSB is required. 

[0013] A Widely used Nyquist ?lter realization is the 
raised cosine, Which has a sinusoidally shaped transition 
band. The frequency response for a raised cosine ?lter is 
de?ned by The raised cosine equation is a 
frequency response equation that de?nes the VSB magni 
tude response. The corresponding impulse response is 
de?ned as h(t). The rolloff factor is 0<r<1 and the half 
amplitude frequency is fh=RS/2. A closed form expression 
for the time domain Hilbert transform of the impulse 
response has not yet been found. The frequency 
response and h(t) time domain impulse response equations 
are used to model the raised cosine ?lter. 

sin(7rRSI) - cos(7rRSt) 

(irRm- [1 — (2rRSr)2] 

[0014] A Nyquist frequency response is knoWn for a 20% 
raised cosine ?lter in a VSB channel. In practice, this ?lter 
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can be closely approximated, but not realized exactly 
because of the perfectly ?at passband and stopband. In 
addition, the stopband also has in?nite attenuation. The 
corresponding impulse response pair for the 20% square root 
raised cosine VSB response can be generated by means of an 
FFT, and the impulse responses are very similar to the ideal 
rectangular ?lter pair except ideal rectangular ?lter pair have 
more ringing due to an abrupt transition band. The even 
response has equally spaced axis crossings, and the odd 
response has zeros at 1 odd multiples of the data symbol 
interval. 

[0015] Employing conventional raised cosine family ?l 
tering for QSSB or QVSB transmission Would result in 
crosstalk that reduces the intersignal distances thereby 
degrading the BER performance. Partial response signaling 
has been used for SSB transmission. HoWever, partial 
response signaling has not been extended to QSSB. The Well 
knoWn class-4 (1—D2) system has no DC content and is 
characterized by a half sine Wave magnitude response of a 
total bandWidth RS/2. The (1—D2) moniker implies that for 
each data symbol input, the PR ?lter outputs the difference 
of a data modulated sinc pulse With a tWo symbol delayed 
version. For this case, the Hilbert response does not have 
equally spaced axis crossings at 1 even multiples of the data 
symbol time. In analyzing the band limiting pulse shapes for 
Nyquist equally spaced axis crossings, the cross correlation 
of the I/Q ?lter pairs should be zero at the detection 
sampling instants. In a typical modem, matched ?lters that 
are the square root of the Nyquist frequency transmittance 
function, are placed in the modulator and demodulator. The 
transmit output that only passes through the square root 
impulse response Will generally not have equally spaced axis 
crossings resulting in ISI. 

[0016] Arestricted type of QVSB signaling has previously 
been disclosed in 1985. The QVSB system had tWo I&Q 
inphase and quadrature data channels modulated in quadra 
ture by a carrier in the receiver and demodulated in quadra 
ture in the receiver. There Were no arm ?lters in the I&Q 
channels in the transmitter or receiver. At the output of the 
QVSB transmitter and at the input of the receiver Were 
disposed bandpass raise cosine ?lters for VSB communica 
tion. The QVSB system operated only for very soft rolloff 
spectra of restricted bandWidth ef?ciency range With sub 
stantial degradations in signal to noise ratio (SNR) due to 
crosstalk. The QVSB data transmission used Nyquist ?lters 
from the raised cosine ?ltering to band limit the signal. 
Nyquist ?ltering is Widely used to eliminate intersymbol 
interference in conventional digital data transmission 
schemes. HoWever, in the QVSB system, Nyquist ?ltering 
exhibits quadrature crosstalk and ISI in both channels. The 
QVSB system has crosstalk betWeen the inphase and 
quadrature (I&Q) channels in a controlled form similar to 
intersymbol interference in partial response systems. The 
QVSB system could use a maximum likelihood sequence 
estimator (MLSE) to remove the ISI based on a Viterbi 
algorithm. The QVSB system could employ digital data 
feedback in the synchronization loops. These techniques are 
taught in Us. Pat. No. 4,419,759, entitled Concurrent Car 
rier and Clock Synchronization for Data Transmission Sys 
tems, and Us. Pat. No. 4,472,817, entitled Non-PLL Con 
current Carrier and Clock Synchronization. The QVSB 
system can behave like partial response systems Where 
precoding could be used to avoid error propagation. HoW 
ever, the QVSB system precoder did not exploit the corre 
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lation information in the received samples. Consequently, 
the Viterbi probabilistic MLSE decoder shoWed a marked 
improvement over preceding. The QVSB system achieved a 
bandWidth ef?ciency of 2.3 bits/s/HZ for a 75% raised cosine 
rolloff passband. This is double the rate of 1.14 bits/s/HZ for 
QPSK transmission With a corresponding rolloff passband. A 
digital SNR Eb/NO penalty of approximately 2.1 dB at a bit 
error ratio (BER) of 10'5 Was experienced as a result of the 
crosstalk. At a bandWidth efficiency of 3.0 Bits/s/HZ, the 
BER performance degraded by about an additional 5.0 dB 
due to the increased crosstalk. 

[0017] Nyquist ?ltering during VSB data transmission for 
QVSB signaling can be analyZed using an eye diagram. An 
eye diagram is an overlay of the time response for all 
possible data sequences. The eye diagram highlights the 
effects of ISI. For the case of binary data, the Nyquist ?ltered 
Waveforms that make up the eye diagram are typically 
bipolar. Hence, a threshold is set at Zero and samples are 
taken in the center, at the maximum eye opening. Sample 
values above Zero are detected as positive ones and samples 
beloW Zero are detected as negative ones, that is, digital ones 
and Zeros. Nyquist ?ltering does eliminate ISI at integer 
symbol time multiples. Hence, it is knoWn that digital data 
may be transmitted Without ISI When the channel ?lter 
response satis?es the Nyquist criterion. The best linear 
channel detection performance is obtained by matching the 
transmit and receive ?lter responses. The best knoWn 
Nyquist ?lters are the raised cosine ?lters. For example, a 
VSB full raised cosine frequency response With a 25% 
rolloff rate Would have corresponding inphase and quadra 
ture impulse responses. These impulse responses correspond 
to the overall Nyquist channel response When a single data 
one is transmitted. Opposite polarity impulse responses 
Would be used When a data Zero is transmitted. To facilitate 
VSB, complementary impulse responses With even and odd 
time symmetry are needed in the quadrature channels. The 
impulse response horiZontal axis marks are spaced such that 
adjacent symbol responses are centered at integer symbol 
time multiples. The tails from adjacent symbol impulse 
responses Will overlap. HoWever, for the inphase impulse 
response, there is no ISI at integer symbol time multiples. 
Therefore, data sequences can be symbol by symbol 
detected Without any degradation in SNR performance. The 
quadrature impulse response has ISI only at odd symbol 
time multiples. The restricted QVSB system achieved a 
good BER performance using a 100% raised cosine ?lter. 
The performance for the 75% and 50% cases Was substan 
tially degraded, and solutions do not converge beloW 50% 
rolloff. These and other disadvantages are solved or reduced 
using the invention. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0018] An object of the invention is to provide bandWidth 
ef?cient communications using quadrature vestigial side 
band signaling. 

[0019] Another object of the invention is to generate 
bandWidth ef?cient I&Q channel Waveshapes that exhibit 
minimal intersymbol interference and crosstalk. 

[0020] Yet another object of the invention is to generate 
bandWidth ef?cient I&Q channel Waveshapes that exhibit 
minimal intersymbol interference and crosstalk With 
reduced bit error rates. 
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[0021] The present invention is a method for transmitting 
digital data in a bandWidth ef?cient manner using a quadra 
ture vestigial sideband (QVSB) signaling. The method can 
be used in data communication systems. The QVSB method 
may double the capacity of comparable conventional for 
mats by placing overlapping independent data on each of 
tWo carriers in phase quadrature using cross coupled arm 
?lters. The data overlap is necessary to achieve QVSB 
spectral occupancy. 

[0022] The method eliminates as much of the crosstalk as 
desired in progressive steps. The method is realiZed by 
modulating transmit and demodulating receive hardWare 
architectures, the later of Which preferably including a 
quadrature crosstalk maximum likelihood sequence estima 
tor (QCMLSE) speci?cally designed to support QVSB sig 
naling Within I and Q channel crosstalk. Using various 
combinations of ?ltering and higher level signaling constel 
lations, the method can provide as high a bandWidth ef? 
ciency Within signal processing technology permits With 
relatively little degradation in the signal to noise ratio 
(SNR). 
[0023] A normaliZed channel capacity versus SNR for the 
QVSB implementation can be derived from models of the 
QVSB structure Within a linear additive White Gaussian 
noise channel at perfect synchroniZation. Over a very broad 
range of raised cosine ?lter rolloffs, 4-ary QVSB achieves 
the same capacity as conventional 16-ary quadrature double 
sideband (QDSB), With up to 2.0 dB less required SNR at a 
BER=10_5, and up to 5.5 dB less required SNR for 16-ary 
QVSB. The implementation Works doWn to 0% rolloff that 
is equivalent to the ideal rectangular brick-Wall ?lter 
response. In addition to the raised-cosine family, jump ?lters 
can be used to yield better capacity performance improve 
ments. The performance is better at higher BERs, such as 
10 and 10_3. The method can be augmented by forWard 
error correction coding. 

[0024] Operation With a 4-ary rectangular constellation 
over the complete range of Nyquist spectral rolloff charac 
teristics has been achieved up to and including the 25% 
raised cosine response With graceful SNR degradation. 
Thus, the method is robust With greater bandWidth ef?ciency 
that can be realiZed via sharper rolloff. M-ary QVSB sig 
naling achieves tWice the capacity of M-ary QDSB signaling 
that is equivalent to the capacity of M2-ary QDSB. In 
addition, M-ary QVSB attains the bandWidth ef?ciency With 
several dB less SNR than required for QDSB. Due to the 
percent rolloff de?nition for raised cosine ?lters, the same 
percent rolloff for QVSB and QDSB results in a transition 
band that is half as Wide for QVSB and hence the factor of 
tWo in the bandWidth ef?ciency. QVSB spectral shaping 
enables all signi?cant intersymbol interference (ISI) beyond 
the adjacent symbols of the crosstalk to be eliminated. 
Hence, the complexity of the QCMLSE decoder, that 
increases geometrically versus the number of additional ISI 
points, is reduced. 

[0025] The method achieves more bandWidth ef?cient 
data transmission using QVSB signaling. Modulator and 
demodulator hardWare structures implementing the method 
enable improved bandWidth efficient communications. 
These modem structures include SNR ef?cient synchroni 
Zation loops that Will substantially outperform brute force 
squaring circuitry. The method preferably relies upon trans 
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mit and receive data ?ltering, specialized QVSB spectra 
generation, the QCMLSE Viterbi decoding, and a coherently 
aiding demodulator synchronization loop. 

[0026] The symbol integer spaced Zeros in the quadrature 
impulse response as Well as the inphase response are pref 
erably realiZed by jump ?ltering. The ISI removal at 6 (:3) 
symbols can be realiZed through multiplication of the 
impulse responses by a time domain cosine Waveform With 
a 6:3 symbol period. When the time domain cosine multi 
plication is performed on a sin(X)/(X) response, the corre 
sponding ideal rectangular single jump spectra is shifted up 
and doWn resulting in the double jump spectrum. The ideal 
rectangular bandWidth is expanded by 1/6th. Similarly, the 
ISI at :5, :7 symbols can be eliminated by further multi 
plication and spectral shifting, resulting in the quadruple 
jump and octal jump spectra, respectively. A less compleX 
alternative, that also results in greatly improved ISI, can be 
realiZed by smoothing the transitions of the double jump 
spectrum. The ISI at :1 symbols can not be removed 
because a doubling of the bandWidth Would result. Hence, 
Whenever a data pulse is transmitted, the pulse Will be 
subjected to and dominated by controlled ISI from the 
adjacent symbols in the opposing quadrature channel and 
this ISI Will be of approximate relative magnitude 10.5. The 
QCMSLE provides for effective Viterbi decoding that mini 
miZes the effect of the controlled ISI for improved band 
Width efficient communications. These and other advantages 
Will become more apparent from the folloWing detailed 
description of the preferred embodiment. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0027] FIG. 1 is a schematic of a quadrature vestigial 
sideband (QVSB) modulator and demodulator system. 

[0028] FIG. 2A is a 25% raised cosine QVSB eye diagram 
of the ?ltered output of a quadrature channel. FIG. 2B is an 
octal jump QVSB eye diagram of the ?ltered output of a 
quadrature channel. 

[0029] FIG. 3A is a frequency domain plot of a double 
jump spectra of quadrature arm ?lters. 

[0030] FIG. 3B is a frequency domain plot of a quadruple 
jump spectra of quadrature arm ?lters. 

[0031] FIG. 3C is a frequency domain plot of an octal 
jump spectra of quadrature arm ?lters. 

[0032] FIG. 3D is a frequency domain plot of a smoothed 
double jump spectra of quadrature arm ?lters. 

[0033] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a generaliZed QVSB 
receiver. 

[0034] FIG. 5 is a block diagram of an analog feedback 
QVSB receiver. 

[0035] FIG. 6 is a block diagram of a digital feedback 
QVSB receiver. 

[0036] 
gram. 

[0037] FIG. 7B is a digital derivative data feedback 
sequence diagram. 

[0038] FIG. 7C is a digital Hilbert data feedback sequence 
diagram. 

FIG. 7A is a digital data feedback sequence dia 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

[0039] An embodiment of the invention is described With 
reference to the ?gures using reference designations as 
shoWn in the ?gures. Referring to FIG. 1, a quadrature 
vestigial sideband (QVSB) modulator receives Drn input 
data 10 that is mapped by a quadrature data mapper 12 to 
generate independent inphase (I) symbols IS and quadrature 
(Q) symbols OS. A set of m possible data signals Drn 10 is 
mapped into I&Q symbol values according to a constellation 
of modulation amplitude levels. In the general form, the 
symbols IS and OS may be any tWo independent data sets. 
The mapper 12 receives the input data stream Drn 10 and 
maps the data stream 10 into m-ary symbol steam according 
to an arbitrary m-ary modulation alphabet, for eXample, a 
4-ary quadrature phase shift keying modulation alphabet. 
The symbol stream is then split by projection into the I and 
Q constellation aXis for providing the IS and OS symbol 
streams, at Which point, the IS and OS symbol streams are 
statistically independent symbol streams. Overlapping 
inphase and quadrature ?lter responses are used to facilitate 
QVSB signaling. To achieve overlapping ?lter responses, 
the I symbols IS and Q symbols OS are respectively com 
municated to modulator cross coupled arm ?lters 14 and 16, 
and 18 and 20. The arm ?lters 14, 16, 18, and 20 are near 
Hilbert transform ?lters and are grouped in transform pairs. 
A ?rst pair of near Hilbert transforms being the hi arm ?lter 
14 and the hq arm ?lter 16. A second pair of near Hilbert 
transforms being the hq arm ?lter and the hi arm ?lter 20. The 
hi designation designates an inphase ?lter and the hq desig 
nation designates a quadrature ?lter. An hi and hq ?lters form 
a Hilbert transform pair implemented as transform ?lter 
pairs. The I symbols IS are transformed into an i(t) ?lter 
response by the modulator hi(t) arm ?lter 14 and into an iH(t) 
?lter response by the modulator hq(t) arm ?lter 16. The Q 
symbols OS are transformed into a q(t) ?lter response by the 
modulator hi(t) arm ?lter 20 and into a qH(t) ?lter response 
by a modulator hq(t) arm ?lter 18. The hi(t) arm ?lter 14 and 
the hq(t) arm ?lter 16 are preferably a near Hilbert transform 
pair operating on the I symbols IS. The hi(t) arm ?lter 20 and 
hq(t) arm ?lter 18 are preferably a near Hilbert transform 
pair operating on the Q symbols OS. The tWo hi and the tWo 
hq arm ?lters 14 and 18, and and 20 are respectively 
disposed in I and Q channels as band limiting ?lters. The i(t) 
and qH(t) ?lter responses of respective arm ?lters 14 and 18 
are summed by a modulator I channel summer 22 for 
overlapping the i(t) and qH(t) ?lter responses into an i(t)+ 
qH(t) overlapped ?lter response of the I channel. The iH(t) 
and q(t) ?lter responses of respective arm ?lters 16 and 20 
are subtracted by a modulator Q channel summer 24 for 
overlapping the iH(t) and q(t) ?lter responses into a q(t) 
iH(t) overlapped ?lter response of the Q channel. The I&Q 
channel overlapping ?lter response signals i(t)+qH(t) and 
q(t)—iH(t) in the QVSB modulator are baseband frequency 
signals. Accurately de?ned ?ltering by ?lters 14, 16, 18 and 
may be realiZed using digital ?nite impulse response ?lters. 
As such, the arm ?lters 14, 16, 18 and 20 can be imple 
mented using digital signal processing chips, tapped delay 
lines With coef?cient multipliers, multiplier accumulators, or 
table lookups, all not shoWn but Well knoWn. The use of a 
lookup table is possible When the number of signal levels are 
deterministic and feW, and the amount of samples during 
digital ?ltering is small. With digital ?ltering, D/A conver 
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sion and spectral replication removal, analog ?ltering Would 
typically be inserted before quadrature carrier modulation. 

[0040] The ?lter responses of ?lters 14, 16, 18 and 20 are 
combined by the summers 22 and 24 prior to modulating 
quadrature carriers. The summers 22 and 24 respectively 
generate the I channel i(t)+qH(t) overlapped ?lter response 
and the Q channel q(t)—iH(t) overlapped ?lter response as 
respective modulator I&Q channel signals for I&Q channel 
quadrature modulation of a carrier signal for transmission. A 
modulator carrier oscillator 26 provides a modulator carrier 
signal we to a q) modulator ninety degree phase shifter 28 
that in turn provides a modulator cosine carrier signal 
cos(u)ct) to a modulator I channel miXer 30 and provides a 
modulator sine carrier signal sin(u)ct) to an modulator Q 
channel miXer 32 for respectively modulating the cosine and 
sin I&Q channel carriers by the modulator I channel signal 
and the modulator Q channel signal for generating modu 
lated I&Q channel quadrature signals. The modulated I&Q 
channel quadrature signals from the miXers 30 and 32 are 
orthogonal quadrature signals. The modulated I&Q channel 
quadrature signals from the miXers 30 and 32 are summed 
together by a modulator quadrature summer 34 for providing 
a modulated I&Q quadrature signal that is ?ltered by a 
modulator band pass ?lter (BPF) 36 providing an interme 
diate frequency (IF) quadrature vestigial sideband (QVSB) 
signal 38. The IF QVSB signal could be further upconverted 
into a radio frequency (RF) QVSB signal. When the IS and 
QS symbol signals are passed through near Hilbert transform 
pairs, approximately half of the frequency spectra is can 
celed for spectra cancellation resulting in the vestigial 
sideband transmitted signal 38 that is transmitted With a 
gradual sideband rejection. The transmitted signal 38 is an 
s(t) quadrature vestigial sideband signal de?ned as s(t)= 

[0041] Slightly less than one half of the signal spectrum of 
the transmitted signal is cancelled When the transform ?lter 
pairs 14 and 16, and 18 and 20, are near Hilbert transform 
pairs. The signal 38 is a transmitted quadrature signal 38 that 
can be either an upper or loWer vestigial single sideband 
signal. For eXample, the IF QVSB signal 38 may be an upper 
sideband signal (USB). 

[0042] The QVSB demodulator receives the transmitted 
signal 38 as a QVSB received signal that is ?ltered by a 
demodulator, band pass ?lter (BPF) 40 and then translated to 
baseband by a demodulator I channel miXer 42 and a 
demodulator Q channel miXer 44 respectively using a 
demodulator cosine carrier signal cos(u)ct) and a demodu 
lator sine carrier signal sin(u)ct). A phase synchroniZed 
demodulation carrier signal we is provided by a carrier 
synchroniZer 46. The demodulation carrier signal we is 
phase shifted by a q) demodulator ninety degree phase shifter 
48 generating the demodulator cosine and sine carrier sig 
nals respectively communicated to demodulator I&Q chan 
nel miXers 42 and 44. The received signal 38 is demodulated 
by the miXers 42 and 44 respectively using the cosine and 
sine carrier signals into the respective I&Q channel over 
lapping ?lter response signals i(t)+qH(t) and q(t)—iH(t) in the 
QVSB demodulator. The modulator I&Q channel overlap 
ping ?lter response signals i(t)+qH(t) and q(t)—iH(t) in the 
QVSB demodulator are demodulated into baseband fre 
quency signals. The demodulator I&Q channel overlapping 
?lter response signals i(t)+qH(t) and q(t)—iH(t) are then 
respectively communicated to demodulator cross coupled 
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arm ?lters 50 and 52, and 54 and 56. The demodulator hi(t) 
arm ?lter 50 and the demodulator hq(t) arm ?lter 52 are a 
near Hilbert transform ?lter pair. The demodulator hi(t) arm 
?lter 54 and the demodulator hq(t) arm ?lter 56 are a near 
Hilbert transform ?lter pair. The QVSB demodulator hi(t) 
arm ?lters 50 and 56 are preferably identical to the QVSB 
modulator hi(t) arm ?lters 14 and 20, and each other. The 
QVSB demodulator hq(t) arm ?lters 16 and 18 are preferably 
identical to the QVSB modulator hq(t) arm ?lter ?lters 52 
and 54, and each other. The preferred arm ?lter matching is 
for matched transmitter and receiver modem ?ltering. The 
demodulator hi(t) arm ?lter 50 provides a matched ?lter 
response i'(t)+qH(t). The demodulator hq(t) arm ?lter 52 
provides a matched ?lter response —q(t)+i The demodu 
lator hi(t) arm ?lter 56 provides a matched ?lter response — 
q(t)—idH(t). The demodulator hi(t) arm ?lter 54 provides a 
matched ?lter response qH(t)+id(t). The matched ?lter 
responses i'(t)+qH(t) from the arm ?lters 50 and 54 are 
summed by a demodulator I chhannel summer 58 to provide 
an I channel response signal hi(t) that is equal to 2[id(t)+ 

The matched ?lter response signal —q(t)—idH(t) from 
the arm ?lter 52 is subtracted from the matched ?lter 
response signal q(t)—i'H(t) from the arm ?lter 56 to provide 
a Q channel response signal that is equal to~2[ 

q(t)—i'H(t)]. The I&Q channel response signals hi(t) and are communicated to a quadrature crosstalk maXimum like 

lihood sequence estimator (QCMLSE) 62 that provides a 
data estimate Dm 64 of the original input data Drn 10. The 
QCMLSE also provides necessary Qk_n and Ik_n delayed 
synchroniZation signals for controlling the carrier synchro 
niZer 46 in a closed synchroniZation loop. In the preferred 
form, the synchroniZation signals Qk_n and Ik_n represent the 
estimated data Dm 64 but delayed in time for proper syn 
chroniZed coherent demodulation in the demodulator. The 
closed synchroniZation loop comprise the miXers 42 and 44, 
arm ?lters 50, 52, 54, and 56, summers 58 and 60, the 
QCMLSE 62, carrier synchroniZer 46 and the phase shifter 
48 for coherent demodulation of the received signal 38. 

[0043] The QCML~SE 62 receives thei and q‘ I&Q channel 
responses Where theI response has a reconstituted i inphase 
component of the IS symbol set plus an undesirable (1H 
quadrature crosstalk component, and Where the q response 
has a reconstituted q quadrature component of the QS 
symbol set plus an undesirable i'H inphase crosstalk com; 
ponent. The QCMLSE 62 operates upon the i and q 
responses, and more particularly upon the i inphase com 
ponent and q quadrature component to estimate the data 
estimate Dm. By adding tWo positive i or q for the I&Q 
channels, the inphase and quadrature i or q components are 
enhanced by doubling as indicated by the factor of tWo in the 
i~(t)=2[i'(t)+qH(t)] and q'(t)=2[q(t —i'H(t)] I&Q channel 
responses. The doubling of the i and q components provides 
enhanced SNR of the I&Q channel signals, but the doubling 
addition also serves to double the unWanted Hilbert trans 
form crosstalk components (1H and i'H. HoWever, the 
QCMLSE 62 can accurately estimate the data estimate Dm 
64 from the i and q components even in the presence of 
these unWanted Hilbert transform crosstalk components (1H 
and i'H. The unWanted crosstalk components (1H and i'H Will 
have a crosstalk signal structure based upon the IS and QS 
symbol sequence. This crosstalk signal structure is super 
imposed upon the quadrature signal structure of desired i 
and q components. The use of the crosstalk signal structure 
and the quadrature signal structure of the channel responsei 
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and 5 provides a composite signal structure having adequate 
detection distances to generate [the data estimate Dm from the 
I&Q channel responses 1 and g using a soft decision Viterbi 
based decoding process in the QCMLSE 62. 

[0044] The QVSB modem, including the QVSB modula 
tor of a QVSB transmitter and the QVSB demodulator of a 
QVSB receiver, is characteriZed by the cross coupled arm 
?lters that are near Hilbert transform pairs in both the 
transmitting QVSB modulator and the receiving QVSB 
demodulator. The near Hilbert transform pairs are used for 
creating quadrature cross coupled vestigial sideband signal 
ing and function to provide a sufficient demodulating detec 
tion distance for QCMLSE estimation of the data estimate 
Dm 64. The arm ?lters cross couple signal components 
betWeen the I&Q channels so that the spectrum of the 
transmitted and receive signal 38 is more compact Within a 
given a bandWidth for improved bandWidth ef?ciency but 
requiring the use of both I&Q channels. 

[0045] The hi and hq impulse responses are even and odd 
time functions, respectively. The Hilbert transform arm 
?lters hi and hq provide complimentary channel Waveforms 
that are superimposed by the summers 22 and 24. When a 
symbol set, such as the inphase IS or Q5, is ?ltered through 
a pair cascaded identical matched ?lters, such as the modu 
lator hi(t) arm ?lter 14 and the demodulator hi(t) arm ?lter 
50, the signal becomes a matched ?ltered signal, such as the 
i~(t) component response of the arm ?lter 50. The matched 
?lter responsesi (t) and are respectively provided on the 
I&Q channel for subsequent Dm data detection or estima 
tion. 

[0046] The desired”i and q components can be respectively 
separated from the undesired crosstalk (1H and TH compo 
nents by the quadrature data estimator 62 because the IS and 
QS symbol signals have been passed through cascaded cross 
coupled arm ?lters that are chosen to minimiZe the intersym 
bol interference (ISI). 

[0047] The bandWidth ef?ciency of vestigial sideband 
(VSB) transmission is effectively doubled When indepen 
dent data streams are placed on the I&Q ?ltering arms 
during QVSB signaling. The QVSB baseband ?ltering Will 
result in crosstalk ISI in both channels because each I&Q 
channel has both a conventional even impulse response as 
Well as near Hilbert odd impulse response component. 
Intersymbol interference is the superposition of time over 
lapping impulse responses, Which last longer than a symbol 
interval, of adjacent symbols on one another. The arm ?lters 
are chosen so that at multiple symbol time detection points, 
the intersymbol interference is Zero. The Hilbert compo 
nents have ISI at odd symbol multiples. The minimum 
separation detection distance betWeen the transmitted sig 
nals Will be adversely affected by the crosstalk ISI. The arm 
?lters are designed to minimiZe this crosstalk ISI. In the 
QVSB demodulator, contributions from both I&Q channels 
are summed so as to generate and increase the detection 
SNR by 3 dB. The cross coupling of the IS and QS symbols 
inject cross coupled components serving as ISI. HoWever, in 
the QVSB demodulator, the ISI crosstalk persists in the I&Q 
channel signals providing symbol detection ambiguity that 
can be substantially reduced by a Viterbi decoding algo 
rithm. The unWanted components TH and (1H are produced in 
a predetermined manner With a predetermined crosstalk 
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signal structure to aid in soft decision Viterbi decoding. The 
type of arm ?lter used can increase the detection distance for 
improved Viterbi decoding. 

[0048] Referring to FIGS. 1, 2A, 2B, 3A, 3B, 3C, and 3D, 
various types of ?lters could be used as the arm ?lters. The 
arm ?lters provide crosstalk signal structures and quadrature 
signal structure possessing adequate detection distances for 
Viterbi decoding. HoWever, the demodulated I and Q trans 
formedi and q channel signal Will then possess ambigu 
ously overlapping detection distances unsuitable for con 
ventional symbol Viterbi decoding. To improve the detection 
distances, the arm ?lters 14, 16, 18, 20, 50, 52, 54, and 56, 
are modi?ed to have as many Zero values or equally spaced 
aXis crossings as possible, at multiples of the symbol time. 
The impulse responses and Zero equal aXis crossings can be 
realiZed through selecting suitable hi and hq arm ?lters. 

[0049] Raised cosine ?ltering does not provide equal Zero 
aXis crossing resulting in small detection distances and 
hence poor Viterbi decoding. When specialiZed Nyquist 
?ltering is used in the QVSB modem, crosstalk ISI results at 
odd integer multiple symbol time intervals. The superposi 
tion of impulse responses for all possible transmitted 
sequences can disadvantageously result in substantial eye 
closure as shoWn for the most raised cosine responses. The 
bandWidth ef?ciency for the 25% raised cosine ?lter 
response is 1.6 symbol/s/HZ. The raised cosine ?lter, for 
eXample, could use smooth rolloff ?ltering, such as With a 
100% raised cosine ?lter for improved detection distances. 
HoWever, the bandWidth ef?ciency for the 100% raised 
cosine ?lter is reduced to 1.0 symbol/s/HZ. 

[0050] A preferable Way to minimiZe crosstalk ISI is the 
use of jump spectra ?ltering. For eXample, an SSB rectan 
gular ?lter, that is effectively a 0% raised cosine ?lter, or a 
single jump spectra ?lter, eXhibits crosstalk ISI in the 
quadrature response at odd symbol time multiples. The 
crosstalk at third symbol time can be eliminated by multi 
plying the impulse responses by a cosine signal of frequency 
RS/ 6, Where RS is the symbol rate. This multiplication has the 
effect of shifting the frequency response up and doWn by 
RS/ 6 thereby creating a double jump spectrum. The ISI at the 
?fth and seventh symbol times can likeWise be eliminated by 
multiplying by RS/10 and RS/14, respectively. Hence, the 
number of jumps in the jump spectra can be increased by 
multiples of tWo through additional stages of multiplication. 
The bandWidth efficiencies for the tWo, four, and eight jump 
spectra are 1.5 symbol/s/HZ, 1.3 symbol/s/HZ, and 1.2 
symbol/s/HZ, respectively. The penalty of eliminating the 
crosstalk ISI is progressively less bandWidth ef?ciency. 

[0051] The effect of the crosstalk ISI can be minimiZed 
using smoothed jump spectra arm ?ltering to smooth the 
transitions of the double jump spectra. Crosstalk ISI mini 
miZation using smoothed double jump spectra arm ?ltering 
is simpler to implement than four or eight jump spectra 
?ltering. The ?lter smoothing has the effect of substantially 
softening the ISI at the ?fth and seventh symbol times. The 
eye openings for the spectra of octal jump ?ltering are Wide 
re?ecting large detection distances for improved Viterbi 
decoding With increased bandWidth ef?ciency, compared 
against the 25% raised cosine spectral ?ltering having small 
detection distances for the same bandWidth ef?ciency. The 
arm ?ltering selected should be optimiZed to increase the 
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detection distances for improved Viterbi decoding While 
minimizing the excess bandwidth required for improved 
bandwidth ef?ciency. 

[0052] The octal jump QVSB eye diagram for octal jump 
?ltering has nearly the same eye openings detection dis 
tances as does double jump ?ltering With 100% smoothing 
With about the same bit error rate (BER) and channel 
capacity bandWidth performance. For QVSB transmission, 
the choice of ?ltering can be optimiZed for the application. 
Regardless of the choice, the number of distinct amplitude 
levels of the I&Q channel responsesi and q is greater than 
that required for quadrature double sideband transmission. 
The number of distinct amplitude levels that must be used is 
a function of the signal constellation. Any number of distinct 
amplitude levels may be used during QVSB transmission 
depending on the desired BER and channel capacity. As the 
channel capacity increases With improved bandWidth ef? 
ciency With raised cosine ?ltering, the distinct amplitude 
levels progressively smear together as With the 25% raised 
cosine spectra. As the smearing increases, the detection 
distance decreases resulting in poorer detection. For a given 
transmitted poWer, the more distinct amplitude signal levels 
for greater bandWidth efficiency, the less is the detection 
distance, and hence a trade off eXists betWeen bandWidth 
ef?ciency and BER. HoWever, the crosstalk 151 that causes 
the additional levels in the QVSB modem is controlled 
under the crosstalk signal structure and the additional 
crosstalk amplitude levels can be to a large eXtent subse 
quently removed during data detection using Viterbi decod 
ing in the sequence estimator 62. The unWanted i'H and (1H 
components have crosstalk signal structure de?ned by the 
arm ?ltering providing additional amplitude levels. The hi 
and hq arm ?ltering is chosen so that the set of all possible 
distinct amplitude levels are feW in number so that data 
estimation can reliably estimate the data sequence using 
Viterbi decoding techniques in the estimator 62. 

[0053] Referring to FIGS. 1 through 4, and more par 
ticularly to FIG. 4, the adverse effect of the controlled 
intersymbol interference of the transmitted signal 38 
received by a QVSB demodulator 66 is removed by the 
quadrature crosstalk maXimum likelihood sequence estima 
tor (QCMLSE) 62 that employs a Viterbi algorithm for 
generating the estimated data Dm 64. The QCMLSE 62 
provides the delayed estimate Dm 64 of the most likely 
transmitted symbol sequence from parallel sets of noisy I&Q 
channel samples ik and qk of the i and q I&Q channel 
response signals from the demodulator 66. The I&Q delayed 
estimates Dm 64 are generated by the QCMLSE 62 While 
further generating Qk_n and lk_n quadrature synchroniZation 
signals for coherent demodulation in the QVSB demodulator 
66. The Qk_n and lk_n quadrature synchroniZation signals 
can be used to drive a demodulator carrier synchroniZer such 
as carrier synchroniZer 46 during coherent demodulation. 
The QCMLSE 62 operates on paired ik and qk samples that 
contain the unWanted crosstalk i'H (t) and ISI compo 
nents from the other respective I or Q channel. 

[0054] The QCMLSE 62 provides the delayed estimates 
Dm 64 by determining the most likely transmitted symbol 
sequence from the values of the parallel sets of noisy ik and 
qk samples. The QCMLSE 62 is a modi?ed version of a 
conventional maXimum likelihood sequence estimator that 
Would otherWise process the inphase and quadrature chan 
nels independently rather than jointly based on structured 
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soft decision Viterbi decoding techniques. The cross cou 
pling betWeen the channels in the QVSB modulator and 
QVSB demodulator requires that the channels be processed 
jointly rather than independently by the QCMLSE~62. The 
QCMLSE 62 therefore operates jointly on the i and q 
channel response signals that are part of a multilevel alpha 
bet determined by the number of distinct amplitude values. 

[0055] For 4-ary QVSBi and q channel response signals 
With crosstalk 151 at the ?rst symbol time, the QCMLSE 62 
is a 64-state machine With each state corresponding to the 
binary contents of a pair of three symbol delay registers 70 
and 72 having a possible 64-states (43). Each state represents 
one of several possible distinct amplitude levels according to 
the modulation constellation being used. For 4-ary QVSB, 
the number of levels may be ?ve in-phase and ?ve quadra 
ture amplitude levels corresponding to tWenty ?ve total 
amplitude pairs as shoWn in FIG. 2B. These tWenty ?ve 
amplitude combinations map to the 64-states in a trellis. 
Therefore, some of these 64-states correspond to ambiguous 
amplitude pairs. In principle, any number of states could be 
used as long as the computing capacity is available as the 
number of calculations groWs geometrically With the num 
ber of delayed samples and the siZe of the modulation 
alphabet. For example, a 9-ary signaling alphabet used With 
these quadrature crosstalk ?lters Would require a trellis 
having 93 states, that is 729 states. That is, the estimated 
sequence must be chosen from a pool of MN sequences 
Where M is the sequence alphabet siZe, and N is the sequence 
length. The number of states is related to the siZe of the 
signal alphabet M and the length L of the channel according 
to S=ML_1. In general, the estimated sequence Dm must be 
chosen from the set s of MN sequences. 

[0056] The task of ?nding the best estimate of the I&Q 
sequence from the space of all possible sequences is equiva 
lent to searching for the best path through the trellis based 
on the minimiZation of distance metrics. The Viterbi decoder 
algorithm provides a very ef?cient means for searching this 
trellis for the best path sequence using Euclidean distance 
minimiZation techniques that maXimiZe the probability of 
receiving a particular sequence hypothesis given some 
observable inputs that has been obscured by additive Gaus 
sian noise. This minimiZation is knoWn as maXimum like 
lihood sequence estimation and is based on conventional 
Viterbi decoding as is Well knoWn by those skilled in the art. 

[0057] At each symbol time k, the state of the QVSB 
MLSE corresponds to one of siXty four possible hypothesis 
or estimates of the last three inphase and quadrature sym 
bols. That is, With Ik as the inphase symbol at time k and Qk 
as the quadrature symbol at time k, the value of the state Sk, 
at time k, is [Ik, Ik_1, Ik_2, Qk, Qk_1, Qk_2]. The transition to 
a different Sk+1 state at time k+1, is [Ik+1, Ik, Ik_1, Qk+1, Qk, 
Qk_1], and is generated from neW input data Ik+1 and Qk+1 
into the shift registers 70 and 72 and by the shifting of the 
data [Ik, Ik_1, Qk, Qk_1] through shift registers 70 and 72. 
The transition from one state at time k to another state at 
time k+1 corresponds to a particular estimate or hypothesis 
of the symbol at time k+1, and this estimate is [Ik_1, Qk_1]. 
The space of all possible state transitions [S1, S2, . . . , 

Sn, . . . ], knoWn in the art as the modulation trellis, is an 

equivalent representation of all possible data sequences. 

[0058] The function of the QMLSE 62 is to reduce the 
total number of possible transmitted sequences doWn to the 
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most likely sequences by using maximum likelihood tech 
niques to reduce the number of paths through the trellis to 
the most likely paths such as siXty four most likely paths. 
The decoding trellis may be represented by a 64-state 
machine With each state de?ned by the elements in the delay 
registers 70 and 72. The QCMLE 62 includes a local 
distance metrics loop for generating local metric distances. 
The local loop includes the input shift registers 70 and 72, 
a history neXt state generator 74, a minimum distance 
recursive calculator 76, a best 64-of-256 paths selector 78, 
and a 64-path state history updater 80. The shift registers 70 
and 72 are used to generate all alloWable states that transit 
through the trellis. 

[0059] At time n, the shift registers 70 and 72 respectively 
receive as input all possible hypothesis estimates In and Qn 
from the updater 80. Shifting the possible hypothesis esti 
mates In and Qn through the registers 70 and 72 to the right 
places the registers 70 and 72 in one of the 64-states. The 
shift registers 70 and 72 generate all possible hypothesis 
states Sk transiting through four alloWable state transitions 
through the trellis. The hypothesis states Sk are passed to the 
path history neXt state generator 74. The path history neXt 
state generator receives permissible trellis transitions from 
the 64-path state history updater 80 and the sequence of 
64-states Sk from the registers 70 and 72 and generates sets 
of local symbol estimates [Ik, Qk]. The sets of local symbol 
estimates [Ik, Qk] from the generator 74 and I&Q channel 
samples ik and qk from the demodulator 66 are received by 
the minimum distance recursive calculator 76 that recur 
sively calculates minimum distance metrics for generating 
sets of the most likely symbols from the observed samples 
qk and ik and the sets of local symbol estimates [Ik, Qk] from 
the path history neXt state generator 74. 

[0060] For a QVSB implementation, a local metric calcu 
lation is based on three consecutive ik and qk samples at k 
symbol time of thei and q channel response signals, that is, 
siX samples, because each channel symbol is affected by 
crosstalk from the adjacent symbols in the other respective 
channel. The QMLSE 62 operates on the transmitted inphase 
and quadrature signals that Will take on discrete amplitude 
values at sample times that may be approximated by a small 
number of discrete points. These discrete points can be 
visualiZed as the center of the amplitude clusters corre 
sponding to the sample time in the eye diagrams. At any 
given k representing some multiple of the symbol time, these 
discrete amplitude values are a knoWn function of the 
transmitted inphase and quadrature data sequences IS and 

[0061] The sets of most likely symbols from minimum 
distance recursive calculator 76 are received by the best 
64-of-256 paths selector 78 that prune improbable paths 
through the trellis to generate the best 64-paths, that is, the 
most probable 64-paths through the trellis. The path pruning 
process that is performed by the best 64-of-256 paths 
selector 78 is accomplished by simply sorting the distance 
calculations performed by minimum distance recursive cal 
culator 76 and choosing those paths corresponding to the 
minimum distances. 

[0062] The best 64-paths from the selector 78 is fed to the 
64-path state history updater 80 for updating the local 
history of the best 64-paths through the trellis. The 64-path 
state history updater 80 stores the trellis and alloWable trellis 
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transition information that is communicated to the path 
history neXt state generator 74 upon initialiZation of the 
QCMLSE 62. During operation, the 64-path state history 
updater 80 updates the trellis With neW sequence estimates 
as the updater 80 generates all possible hypothesis estimates 
Ik and Qk. 

[0063] The updated 64-path history is fed to updater 80, 
Which generates the hypothesis estimates Ik and Qk These 
estimates are shifted through the delay registers 70 and 72 
and used by the path history neXt state generator 74 to 
generate the sets of local symbol estimates [Ik, Qk]. These 
local estimates are subsequently communicated to the mini 
mum distance calculator 76. 

[0064] The most probable paths from the updater 80 in 
combination With the previous states from the delay registers 
70 and 72 are fed to the generator 74 for providing a most 
probable indication of the neXt state. The most probable neXt 
state and current samples qk and ik are used by the calculator 
76 for computing the minimum distance metrics. The local 
distance metric loop 70, 72, 74, 76, 78 and 80 recursively 
computes the minimum metric distance of the trellis While 
receiving the observed samples qk and ik. In operation, the 
best path of the trellis stored in the updater 80 is maintained 
as the calculator 76 generates the minimum local distance 
metrics. In the local distance metric loop, a pruning decision 
is made by the selector 78 upon surviving trellis paths that 
are pruned from the total number of possible paths. This 
pruning decision is impacted by the constraint that only one 
fourth of the total number of available states can lead into 
the current state that in turn can only proceed to one-fourth 
of the total possible neXt available states. The trellis path 
With the smallest combined metric is then selected by 
folloWing each path back a sufficient number of symbols 
through the trellis paths thereby minimiZing the BER. 

[0065] The recursively calculated distance metrics from 
the calculator 76 are fed to a global distance metric proces 
sor including the eXtended path distance metric updater 82, 
a path distance metric eliminator 84 and a delayed data 
symbol decision processor 85. The minimum local distance 
metrics from the calculator 76 are received by the eXtended 
path distance metric updater 82. The local distance metrics 
from the calculator 76 are added to running global distance 
metrics in the updater 82. The updater 82 modi?es distance 
metrics of the most likely symbol sequence. The path 
distance metric eliminator 84 reduces the number of most 
likely sequences. Each local metric calculation by the cal 
culator 76 is based on three consecutive qk and ik samples, 
that is, siX samples because each channel symbol is affected 
by crosstalk from the adjacent symbols in the other channel. 
The global distance metrics are reduced by the eliminator 84 
and a decision is made by the processor 85 as to the most 
probable, that is, an estimate of the current symbol so as to 
provide estimated symbol sequences Qk and lk at k symbol 
times of the input symbol sequence IS and Q5. The processor 
85 introduces a multiple constraint length delay to the 
symbol time for synchroniZed coherent demodulation. The 
estimated symbol sequences Qk and lk generated by the 
processor 85 are fed into a timing buffer 86 that combines 
the estimated symbol sequences Qk and lk into the estimated 
data Dm of the Drn input data. The timing buffer 86 also 
provides the estimated sequences Qk and lk as synchroniZing 
timing signals communicated to the QVSB demodulator 66 
for coherent demodulation. 
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[0066] In the global processor 80, 82, 84, and 85, a symbol 
decision is made by the processor 85 for generating the 
estimated symbol sequences Qk and Ik. The best path selec 
tion process in the global processor 80, 82, 84 and 85 
provides bursts of optimally detected symbol sequences Qk 
and Ik. The timing buffer 86 is necessary to regulate a 
feedback How of uniform I&Q channel timing signals Qk 
and Ik to the QVSB demodulator for synchroniZation of the 
coherent demodulation. Hence, The QCMLSE 62 receives 
the I&Q channel samples and provides data estimate Dm that 
are synchronously generated along With the I&Q channel 
signal Qk and Ik for coherent demodulation through close 
loop synchroniZation. 

[0067] Referring to FIGS. 1 through 6, and more par 
ticularly to FIGS. 5 and 6, an analog or a digital version of 
the QVSB demodulator offer enhanced operations to process 
the received signal 38 With coherent synchroniZed demodu 
lation. Amplitude level control, phase coherent recovered 
carrier control and symbol timing reference control are 
preferred synchroniZed operations necessary to make reli 
able symbol decisions. These synchroniZation operations 
enable ef?cient coherent recovery of the transmitted symbol 
sequences Where the symbol decisions by the QCMLSE 62 
and the synchroniZed demodulator 66 are integrated 
together. The radio frequency or intermediate frequency 
QVSB received signal 38 is an input to the demodulator 66. 
The preferred USB IF signal 38 is passed through a bandpass 
?lter 100 to an automatic gain control (AGC) ampli?er 102 
providing a ?ltered ampli?ed received signal to the I&Q 
demodulator mixers 42 and 44. The mixers 42 and 44 
doWnconvert the ?lter ampli?ed received signal to base 
band, respectively, using coherently recovered cosine 
cos(u)ct+0t) and sine sin(u)ct+0t) carriers from the phase 
shifter 48. The mixer 42 provides the demodulated I channel 
overlapping response i(t)+qH(t) signal to the hi arm ?lter 50, 
and the hq arm ?lter 52. The mixer 44 provides demodula 
tion Q channel overlapping response q(t)—iH(t) signal to the 
hi arm ?lter 56 and the hq arm ?lter 54. The ?lters 50 and 54 
provide the i(t)+qH(t) signals that are summed by summer 
58 to providing the I channel signalhi(t)=2[i(t)+qH(t)]. The 
?lter 52 provide the overlapping response —q(t)+idH(t) signal 
and ?lter 56 provides the overlapping response q(t)—i'H(t) 
signal to the summer 60~that providing the Q channel signal 
q'(t)=2[(~1(t)—i'H Thei is sampled by a I channel sampling 
sWitch 104 as the q‘ is sampled by a q channel sampling 
sWitch 106 for respectively providing the ik and qk sampled 
input signals to the QCMLSE 62. In some implementation 
With suf?ciently loW BER, quantiZers 108 and 110 can 
respectively quantiZe the ik and qk sampled signals for 
providing synchroniZed estimates Ik and Qk for coherent 
demodulation using an estimated symbol rate clocking sig 
nal RS. Alternatively, the QCMLSE 62 can generate the 
quadrature synchroniZation Qk_n and Ik_n signals to timing 
sWitches 112 and 114 for respectively providing the syn 
chroniZed estimates Ik and Qk. 

[0068] In the analog demodulator, the estimate Ik is 
coupled to a recovery I channel hi ?lter 116 and cross 
coupled to a recovery Q channel hq ?lter 118, and, the 
estimate Qk is cross coupled to a recovery I channel trans 
form hq ?lter 120 and is coupled to a recovery Q channel hi 
?lter 122. Responses of ?lters 116 and 120 are summed by 
summer 124 providing an estimated I channel overlapping 
?lter response i(t)+qH(t) Responses of ?lters 118 and 122 are 
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subtracted by summer 126 providing an estimated Q channel 
overlapping ?lter response q(t)—iH(t). 
[0069] In both the analog version and the digital version, 
the demodulator I&Q channel overlapping ?lter response 
signals i(t)+qH(t) and q(t)—iH(t) respective from demodula 
tor mixers 42 and 44 are communicated to respective I&Q 
channel amplitude recovery mixers 128 and 130 through 
respective I&Q channel delays 132 and 134 providing 
delayed i(t)+qH(t) and q(t)—iH(t). These tWo delayed i(t)+ 
qH(t) and q(t)—iH(t) signals are also respectively communi 
cated to I&Q channel symbol rate recover mixers 136 and 
142 and to I&Q channel symbol phase recovery mixers 140 
and 146. The mixers 128, 130, 136, 142, 140 and 146 are 
four quadrant multipliers for generating A's rate, A0 phase 
and AA amplitude error signals for improved coherent 
demodulation. 

[0070] In the analog version, the estimated ?lter responses 
i(t)+qH(t) and q(t)—iH(t) respectively from summers 124 and 
126 are communicated mixers 128, 146 and differentiator 
138, and to mixers 130, 140 and differentiator 144. The 
differentiators 138 and 144 in turn respectively provide 
respective estimated differentiated I&Q channel signals 
i(t)+qH(t) and q(t)—iH(t) that are respectively communi 
cated to the rate recovery mixers 136 and 142. The output of 
the phase recovery mixers 140 and 146 are subtracted by a 
phase recovery summer 148 providing the A0 phase error 
signal to a phase recovery loop ?lter 150 that drives the 
recovery carrier VCO 151 that in turn drives the phase 
shifter 48. The outputs of the rate recovery mixers 136 and 
142 are summed by a rate recovery summer 152 provide the 
rate error signal A's to a rate loop ?lter 154 that drives a rate 
clock VCO 156 providing the estimated symbol rate signal 
RS. An amplitude reference source 160 provides the ampli 
tude reference Aref signal that is subtracted from the sum of 
the outputs of the recovery amplitude mixers 128 and 130 by 
an amplitude recovery summer 158 providing the amplitude 
error signal AA. The amplitude error signal is fed through an 
amplitude loop ?lter 162 that provides a DC signal for 
adjusting the gain of the AGC ampli?er 102. The digital 
version of the improved demodulator has a similar structure 
to the analog version, including the mixers 128, 130, 140, 
142, 146, 148, delays 132 and 134, summers 148, 152, and 
158, loop ?lters 150, 154, and 162, reference source 160, 
VCOs 151 and 156. HoWever, in the digital version, I&Q 
recovery delays 164 and 166 respectively replace the ?lters 
116 and 122 of the analog version, and, digital Hilbert 
transform ?lters 168 and 170 respectively replace the ?lters 
122 and 120 of the analog version, and, digital summers 172 
and 174 respectively replace summer 124 and 126 of the 
analog version, and, digital differentiators 178 and 184 
respectively replace differentiator 138 and 144 in the analog 
version, With the addition of I&Q digital delays 176 and 180, 
and 182 and 186. The I&Q channel digital delays 176 and 
180, and 182 and 186 respectively delay I&Q estimated 
signals Ik+QkH and Qk—IkH respectively to mixers 128 and 
146, and 130 and 140 for proper synchroniZed timing during 
coherent recovery demodulation. The digital differentiators 
178 and 184 respectively provide estimated differentiated 
signals Ik+Q(H and Q(—IkH to the rate recovery mixers 136 
and 142. The analog and digital demodulator similarly 
operate to provide three concurrent recovery closed loops 
using phase rate and amplitude summers 148, 152, and 158 
providing the A0 phase, A's rate, and AA amplitude error 
signals for enabling coherent demodulation. 
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[0071] In close loop operation, the estimate signals, Ok, Ik, 
i(OM10) i(t)_~-H(t)> Ik+QkH> Qk_IkH> 

Ik+Q{H, and Q{—IkH, are integrally synchronized, to maintain 
the symbol rate R5 of the rate VCO 156, the amplitude of the 
?lter amplitude received signal of the ampli?er 102, and the 
carrier reference of the carrier VCO 151. The delay of delays 
132 and 134 matches the time required to generate corre 
lated data feedback of the estimate signalsA i(t)-A|-q}L(t), 
(KO-i110); i(t)'l'fIH(t)> é(t)_iH(t)> Ik'l'QkH> Qk_IkH> Ik'l'qH> 
and Q{—IkH. In this manner, like received symbols are 
multiplied together. The QCMLSE 62 operates to detect the 
estimated symbols Ok and Ik, and, hence the demodulator 
need to have delays for a suf?cient number of data symbol 
times using internal delays to have negligible impact on the 
bit error ratio. As a result, the bandWidth of the three 
tracking loops through summers 148, 152 and 158 has to be 
relatively narroW compared to the symbol rate R5, for 
demodulation stability. For applications Where a narroW 
tracking bandWidth is not appropriate, as Well as for most 
acquisition situations, the QCMLSE 62 can be bypassed 
through the quantiZers 108 and 110 Where the sample values 
are effectively detected symbol by symbol With an incum 
bent sacri?ce in SNR. Hence, the QCMLSE 62 or the 
quantiZers 108 and 110 feed post detected estimated data 
symbol samples Ok and Ik to drive the three phase, rate and 
amplitude synchroniZed tracking loops. 
[0072] The demodulators provide enhanced amplitude 
tracking, carrier tracking, and symbol rate tracking under 
feedback control operation of the demodulator to a steady 
state condition. The purpose of the ?lters 116, 118, 120 and 
122, as Well as the digital replacements of the digital version, 
is to recreate effectively noiseless correlation Waveforms to 
remove the data modulation from the received signal 38. In 
this manner, the phase, rate, and amplitude tracking loops 
can operate on the fundamental components of received 
signal amplitude, carrier phase, and symbol timing. 

[0073] In the analog version, for amplitude synchroniZed 
feedback using the automatic gain control synchroniZation 
loop, the tracking loop error signal AA varies the amplitude 
of the input signal 38 from the ?lter 100 to maintain a 
constant value. The delayed mixer outputs of delays 132 and 
134 are multiplied using mixer 128 and 130 by fed back 
estimated replica Waveforms effectively yielding a signal 
squared operation. Both of the I&Q channel overlapping 
?lter signals i(t)+qH(t) q(t)—iH(t) are combined by recovery 
amplitude summer 158 to improve the tracking loop SNR by 
3.0 dB. The result is loWpass ?ltered to yield a DC compo 
nent proportional of the received signal to the difference 
betWeen the received signal level and a reference value AA. 
When the difference is Zero, the nominal automatic gain 
control level is attained. 

[0074] For phase recovery, the estimated outputs of sum 
mers 124 and 126 are multiplied using mixers 140 and 136 
and added by summer 148 to provide the phase error signal 
A0. These multiplied components are combined and ?ltered 
at baseband for driving the phase loop ?lter 150 at baseband. 
The carrier phase recovery feedback is fed into the multi 
pliers 140 and 146 as cross coupled from the opposite I&Q 
channels, and the multiplier outputs are differenced by 
summer 148 to form a phase detector providing the phase 
A0. In this manner, most of the data pattern noise is 
subtracted out, and a component proportional to the sine of 
the phase difference is passed through the loop ?lter 150. 
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After the data modulation removal, lockup proceeds as in a 
conventional phase lock loop, such that When the sine of the 
phase error is Zero, carrier phase tracking has reached steady 
state, When the drive signal to the carrier voltage controlled 
oscillator 151 remains unchanged. 

[0075] For symbol rate recovery, the data feedback is 
different than the other tWo amplitude and phase tracking 
loops. The delayed mixer outputs of delays 132 and 134 are 
multiplied in rate recovery mixers 136 and 142 by the time 
derivatives of differentiators 138 and 144 of the estimated i+ 
(1H and q—iH feedback providing the estimated derivative 
signals i+qH and The derivative is typically a maxi 
mum When the nonderivative multiplier input goes through 
a Zero crossing. Hence, leading or lagging Zero crossings are 
converted to either positive or negative going DC offsets that 
drive the rate loop to center the symbol timing rate. When 
the Zero crossings are centered, the net DC offset is Zero, and 
the symbol timing rate has reached a steady state value. 

[0076] Referring to FIGS. 1 through 7, and more par 
ticularly to FIGS. 6 and 7, the digital version of the 
demodulator can be realiZed using digital equivalent com 
ponents. The digital embodiment includes QVSB synchro 
niZation With digital data feedback that enables a digital 
signal processing embodiment of the QVSB modem. In 
many applications, all of the hardWare except the mixers and 
phase shifters can be implemented With digital signal pro 
cessing technology. On the transmit side, D/A converters, 
not shoWn, Would typically be placed betWeen the summed 
QVSB data ?lters and the mixers. On the receive side, A/D 
converters, not shoWn, Would reside in the complementary 
position betWeen the mixers and the cross coupled hi and hq 
?lters 50, 52, 54, and 56. Also, D/A converters, not shoWn, 
Would be needed before the VCO 151, or afterWards When 
a numerically controlled oscillator (NCO) is used instead. 

[0077] Referring generally to all of the ?gures, there are 
several Ways in Which QVSB data demodulation and decod 
ing may be realiZed in hardWare including the data feedback 
structure. For example, the QCMLSE 62 may not be used for 
synchroniZation, but rather the quantiZers 108 and 110 are 
used to generate feedback estimates Ok and Ik. This quan 
tiZation estimation approach simpli?es the hardWare and 
removes some of the additional delay from the tracking 
loops. The digital feedback variations can be created from 
the QCMLSE data feedback Whose Ok_n and Ik_n signals are 
discrete amplitude estimates of the transmitted amplitude 
levels. In the absence of ?ltering, the Ok_n and Ik_n estimates 
are not smooth, but digitiZed boxcar Waveshapes of ?xed 
amplitude over the duration of the sample rate could be used. 
The A/At time derivatives of differentiators 178 and 184 are 
also discrete amplitude estimates proportional to the level 
differences in the non-derivative Ik and Qk. The (l and Ik 
time derivative of the Ok and Ik estimates must also be 
advanced by half a symbol time relative to the nonderiva 
tives, to establish the proper timing relationship betWeen the 
incoming signals and the fed back time derivatives, and 
hence the use of delays 176, 180, 182 and 186, as shoWn in 
FIG. 7. 

[0078] The digital version preferably uses the digitiZed 
Hilbert transforms 170 and 168. The Hilbert transforms 168 
and 170 are appropriate for SSB and VSB use because the 
hq quadrature ?lter is approximately the Hilbert transform of 
the hi inphase ?lter. The Hilbert transforms may be realiZed 
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as a table lookup because the dominant IR samples from the 
hq quadrature ?lter can be limited to the :1 symbol posi 
tions. Thus, a pulse of inphase feedback generates tWo 
quadrature feedback pulses of alternating polarity, at the 
adjacent symbol positions, With approximately half the 
inphase pulse amplitude. Hence, delays 164 and 166 are 
used to time align the Qk and Ik estimates With the transform 
?lter signal from the digital Hilbert transforms 170 and 166. 
Because the Hilbert transform output must be delayed at 
least one symbol time, the other Waveform inputs to the 
synchroniZation loop multipliers must be delayed accord 
ingly using the added delays 176, 178, 180 and 186. 

[0079] To reduce the number of data ?lters in the modu 
lator and demodulator in an equivalent manner, the even 
time ?lter responses of the hi ?lters could be pushed back 
through the cross coupling nodes Where the hi and hq paths 
split to the I&Q channels. Then, after the split, the hi path 
Would be a Wire and the hq path Would have a 90° broadband 
phase shifter. Yet another equivalent realiZation Would be to 
move the baseband data ?lters 36 and 40 to IF/RF, on either 
or both the transmit and receive sides, and to use simple 
loWpass roo?ng ?lters at baseband. 

[0080] The preferred embodiments may be subject to 
bursts of symbol errors due to the QCMLSE processing. The 
QVSB modem implementation can be enhanced With con 
catenated or turbo coding With interleaving for improved 
performance. Similarly, a useful extension might also 
include trellis-coded modulation. The preferred embodi 
ments use transmit and receive baseband ?ltering With 
overlaid quadrature signals to modulate and demodulate 
QVSB signals. The use of jump spectra minimiZes crosstalk 
and ISI during QVSB transmission. Also, due to sensitivity 
to the channel transmission amplitude and phase dispersion, 
active or passive equaliZation circuitry may be employed. 

[0081] The system is general and could be used in various 
applications Where bandWidth efficient digital data transmis 
sion is important. QVSB signaling can be readily imple 
mented With currently available components at data rates 
beloW 100 Mbits/s. The 4-ary QVSB can be readily 
eXtended to 8-ary and 16-ary signaling having bandWidth 
ef?ciencies that are equivalent to 64-ary and 256-ary con 
ventional modulation techniques, respectively. A 4-ary 
QVSB achieves the same bandWidth ef?ciency of conven 
tional 16-ary QDSB data transmission, but it requires less 
SNR. In a linear channel, QVSB is substantially more 
ef?cient in bandWidth and SNR than conventional data 
transmission techniques. Those skilled in the art can make 
enhancements, improvements, and modi?cations to the 
invention, and these enhancements, improvements, and 
modi?cations may nonetheless fall Within the spirit and 
scope of the folloWing claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method of modulating a carrier for transmitting a 

quadrature vestigial single sideband (QVSB) signal for 
communicating I symbols and Q symbols, the method 
comprising the steps of, 

cross arm ?ltering the I and Q symbols for generating i 
?lter responses and iH ?lter responses from the I sym 
bols and for generating qH ?lter responses and q ?lter 
responses from the Q symbols, 
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combining the i and qH ?lter responses into an I channel 
overlapping ?lter signal and the q and iH ?lter 
responses into a Q channel overlapping ?lter signal, 
and 

quadrature modulating a carrier by the I and Q channel 
overlapping ?lter responses into a modulated inphase 
signal and a modulated quadrature signal, the Q chan 
nel overlapping ?lter response modulates the carrier 
shifted ninety degrees from the carrier modulating the 
I channel overlapping ?lter responses for modulating 
the carrier in quadrature, 

summing the modulated inphase signal and a modulated 
quadrature signal into the QVSB signal, and 

transmitting the QVSB signal for communicating the I 
and Q symbols over a single sideband. 

2. The method of claim 1 Wherein cross arm ?lter step, 

the i and iH ?lter responses are near Hilbert transform pair 
?ltered responses, and 

the q and qH ?lter responses are near Hilbert transform 
paired ?ltered responses. 

3. The method of claim 1 Wherein, 

the i and iH ?lter responses are near Hilbert transform pair 
?ltered responses, 

the q and qH ?lter responses are near Hilbert transform 
paired ?ltered responses, 

the i and iH ?lter responses are selected from the group 
consisting of raised cosine, jump, and smoothed jump 
?ltered responses, and 

the q and qH ?lter responses are selected from the group 
consisting of raised cosine, jump, and smoothed jump 
?ltered responses. 

4. The method of claim 1 Wherein, 

the I and Q symbols have a symbol time, and 

the QVSB signal transmitted in quadrature has cross 
coupled intersymbol interference extending from the 
symbol time of one of the I and Q symbols into an 
adjacent symbol times of an adjacent one of the Q and 
I symbols, respectively. 

5. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step of, 

the mapping data into the I and Q symbols for providing 
the I and Q symbols as independent data sets having a 
constellation of detection levels. 

6. The method of claim 1 Wherein the cross arm ?ltering 
step and the combining step comprises the steps of, 

Hilbert transform ?ltering the I symbols into the i ?lter 
response, 

inverse Hilbert transform ?ltering the Q symbol into the 
qH ?lter response, 

inverse Hilbert transform ?ltering the I symbols into the 
iH ?lter response, 

Hilbert transform ?ltering the Q symbols into the q ?lter 
response, 

cross coupled summing the i and qH ?lter responses into 
the I channel overlapping ?lter responses as i+qH I 
channel overlapping ?lter responses, and 
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cross coupled subtracting the iH and q ?lter responses into 
the Q channel overlapping ?lter responses as q—iH Q 
channel overlapping ?lter responses. 

7. A method of demodulating a transmitted quadrature 
vestigial sideband (QVSB) signal modulating a carrier in 
quadrature by I and Q overlapping ?lter responses respec 
tively from I and Q symbols, the method comprising the 
steps of, 

receiving the transmitted QVSB signal as a received 
QVSB signal, 

splitting the received QVSB signal into an I channel 
QVSB signal and a Q channel QVSB signal, 

coherent demodulating the I channel QVSB signal by a 
replicated carrier and the Q channel QVSB signal by a 
ninety degree phase shifted replicated carrier for 
respectively generating the I and Q overlapping ?lter 
responses, 

cross arm ?ltering the I and Q overlapping ?lter responses 
for generating T+<1H and —q+iH match ?lter responses 
from the I overlapping ?lter responses and for gener 
ating i+qH and qJiH matched ?lter responses from the 
Q overlapping ?lter responses, and 

combining both of the~+qH matched ?lter responses into 
an I channel response signal and the —q+iH and q—idH 
matched ?lter responses into a Q channel response 
signal. 

8. The method of claim 7 Wherein, 

the T+<1H and —q+iH match ?lter responses are near Hilbert 
transform pair ?ltered responses, and 

the i+qH and q—idH matched ?lter responses are near 
Hilbert transform pair ?ltered responses. 

9. The method of claim 7 Wherein, 

the T+<1H and —q+iH match ?lter responses are near Hilbert 
transform pair ?ltered responses, 

the ~+qH and qJiH matched ?lter responses are near 
Hilbert transform pair ?ltered responses, 

the i+qH and —q+iH match ?lter responses are ?lter 
responses are selected from the group consisting of 
raised cosine, jump, and smoothed jump ?ltered 
responses, and 

i~+qH and qJiH match ?lter responses are ?lter responses 
are selected from the group consisting of raised cosine, 
jump, and smoothed jump ?ltered responses. 

10. The method of claim 7 Wherein the I channel over 
lapping response signal is an i+qH overlapping response 
signal and the Q channel overlapping response signal is a 
q+iH overlapping response signal, 

the cross arm ?ltering step and combining step comprises 
the steps of, 

Hilbert transform ?ltering the i+qH overlapping 
response signal into an i+qH match ?lter response, 

inverse Hilbert transform ?ltering the q—iH overlapping 
response signal into an i+qH matched ?lter response, 

inverse Hilbert transform ?ltering the i+qH overlapping 
response signal into an —q+H match ?lter response, 
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Hilbert transform ?ltering the q—iH overlapping 
response signal into a q—iH match ?lter response, 

cross coupled summing the i+qH matched ?lter 
responses ~into the I channel response signal as 
an i=2[i +qH] I channel response signal, and 

cross coupled subtracting the —q+iH and q—idH matched 
?lter responses into the Q channel response signal as 
a q=2[(1-TH] Q channel response signal. 

11. The method of claim 7 further comprising the steps of, 

detecting the I and Q channel responses for generating a 
synchroniZed timing signal for carrier tracking the 
replicated carrier and the ninety degree phase shifted 
carrier for coherent demodulation of the I and Q 
channel overlapping response signals. 

12. The method of claim 7 further comprising the step of, 

detecting from the I and Q symbols from the I and Q 
channel response signals and mapping the I and Q 
symbols into data. 

13. A method of communicating I and Q symbols, the 
method comprising the steps of, 

cross arm ?ltering the I and Q symbols for generating i 
?lter responses and iH ?lter responses from the I sym 
bols and for generating qH ?lter responses and q ?lter 
responses from the Q symbols, 

combining the i and iH ?lter responses into an I channel 
overlapping ?lter signal and the q and qH ?lter 
responses into a Q channel overlapping ?lter signal, 
and 

quadrature modulating a carrier by the I and Q channel 
overlapping ?lter responses into a modulated inphase 
signal and a modulated quadrature signal, the Q chan 
nel overlapping ?lter response modulates the carrier 
shifted ninety degrees from the carrier modulating the 
I channel overlapping ?lter responses for modulating 
the carrier in quadrature, 

combining the modulated inphase signal and a modulated 
quadrature signal into a quadrature vestigial single 
sideband (QVSB), 

transmitting the QVSB signal for communicating the I 
and Q symbols over a single sideband, 

receiving the transmitted QVSB signal as a received 
QVSB signal, 

splitting the received QVSB signal into an I channel 
QVSB signal and a Q channel QVSB signal, 

coherent demodulating the I channel QVSB signal by a 
replicated carrier and the Q channel QVSB signal by a 
ninety degree phase shifted replicated carrier for 
respectively generating the I and Q overlapping ?lter 
responses, 

cross arm ?ltering the I and Q overlapping ?lter responses 
for generating T+<1H and 41$}, match ?lter responses 
from the I overlapping ?lter responses and for gener 
ating~+qH and q—idH matched ?lter responses from the 
Q overlapping ?lter responses, and 

combining the i+qH matched ?lter responses into an I 
channel response signal and —q+iH and q-iH matched 
?lter responses into a Q channel response signal. 




